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Q1 2020 Market Highlights: With more sales, increased average sale prices, reduced marketing times, fewer 

properties for sale, and an improved sale price-to-list price ratio, the first quarter foretold a great market for 2020. 

Then, COVID-19 put the brakes on.  In spite of the stay-at-home orders, checkpoint at the county line, and buyers 

inability to physically tour properties, the Keys market has remained remarkably busy with continued interest, 

virtual showings, contracts and closings occurring daily at pre-COVID-19 prices. The second quarter started with 

fewer pendings as a result of the pandemic and some sales were lost.  But most contracts are closing successfully 

without extensions or concessions with, notably, some record sales throughout the Keys.  Based on continued 

buyer interest in the midst of our current challenges along with the reduced inventory of properties for sale, we 

predict that the Keys market will rebound quickly once the road is open again. The checkpoint along with the 

relatively low number of positive COVID-19 cases has served to create the sense that the Keys are a safe haven for 

property owners who can enjoy the Keys no matter what is going on in the world.  Real estate has been deemed 

an essential service and CBSREC has chosen to keep all of its offices open and staffed, working to promote our 

sellers’ properties safely and responsibly as described on page 3.  CBSREC was again ranked among the Top 500 

real estate companies in America for the sixth time.  No other company in the Keys has ever ranked.  This is due to 

all of our professionally-trained agents who work diligently in their clients’ best interests and have been for the 

past 65 years. We are the oldest, largest and most productive real estate company in the Keys and have been here 

to serve the real estate market through the Cuban Missile Crisis, 9-11, a dozen hurricanes, recessions, etc.  

Through that long experience, we know that the market will recover quickly and robustly, and we will continue to 

be here to list and sell property from Key Largo to Key West. 



Residential Submarket Analysis 

Residential sales increased in the 

Middle and Upper Keys, were flat 

in the Lower Keys, and fell 

slightly in Key West.  Listing 

inventory declined in each area, 

most notably in Key West where 

it fell by 26%. 

At the end of March, the total 

number of Pending residential 

transactions was down by 136 

from this date in 2019, auguring 

lower total sales to come in the 

months ahead. 

The number of days on market for 

residential properties fell in each 

submarket except for the Upper 

Keys where it increased slightly.  

Months of Inventory declined 

everywhere except in the Middle 

Keys 



Our COVID-19 Guidelines for Showing Properties 

As we write this in mid-April, restrictions are still in place due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  As long as real 

estate services and the activities required to perform those services to both Buyers and Sellers are deemed 

to be essential by the most current orders from the Governor, City of Key West and Monroe County, they 

exempt real estate agents and permit continuance of the activities necessary to perform real estate services 

to include showing property to qualified buyers.  

All of our agents and staff have been instructed in how to follow the COVID-19 protocols as specified by 

the Center for Disease Control. Our offices remain open at this time and each has been amply supplied with 

hand sanitizers, disinfecting wipes, gloves and any other required materials. Social distancing is being prac-

ticed in our offices and by our agents, many of whom have elected to work from their home offices. 

Coldwell Banker Schmitt Real Estate Co. is continuing to provide the full range of services to our Buyers and 
Sellers. Listing and selling property throughout the Florida Keys every day.  We have established the follow-
ing guidelines concerning the showing of listings. 

• We are prequalifying Buyers to a greater extent than usual, especially in the realm of financing. 

• Following that, prospective Buyers will be shown as much property information as possible remotely 

including videos, virtual tours, seller disclosure statements, surveys, elevation certificates, insurance 
costs, etc. so that they are able to determine if the property fits their needs. 

• Buyers will be offered the opportunity to view the property via video-sharing app prior to physically vis-
iting the property 

• We will follow CDC safe practices protocols when Buyers who are inside the Keys are visiting the prop-

erty. (it will be difficult for Buyers outside the Keys to gain access without a contract in place before 
showing which will give them the legal right to inspect the property prior to closing.) 

• All steps to be taken will be discussed with the Seller in advance. 

49 more homes sold in 2020 for a price between $500K 

and $2 Million; a 17% increase over Q1 in 2019 

The Lower Keys had the smallest disparity between average 

and median sale price at 7.6% followed by Key West at 19.2%, 

the Upper Keys at 22.9% and the Middle Keys at 24.6% 
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Which Agent & Company Do You Want to Sell Your Property? 

Coldwell Banker Schmitt is the Leading Company for Sales & Listings Sold Keys-wide 


